Jukebox CD Replacement Resolution

Sponsors: Charter Review Chair Marina Wise, Junior Class Representative Sarah Alvi, Clyce Hall Representative Matthew Taylor, Dean Hall Representative Tad Griswold

Observing that there are not many recent CD's in the jukebox in the Pouch Club,

Noting the high volume of people using the jukebox,

Aware that current students and potential students may enjoy more recent music,

Considering a survey sent out in the AC Digest indicated the desire for a number of new CD’s,

Be it resolved that the Student Assembly authorizes the purchase of the following albums:

- Sweetener, Ariana Grande
- Beerbongs and Bentleys, Post Malone
- Scorpion, Drake
- American Teen, Khalid
- Hamilton, Cast
- Lemonade, Beyonce
- DAMN., Kendrick Lamar
- Christmas, Michael Buble
- Divide, Ed Sheeran
- “AWAKEN, MY LOVE!”, Childish Gambino
- Death of a Bachelor, Panic! at the Disco
- Evolve, Imagine Dragons
- Dangerous Woman, Ariana Grande

For a total expense of $166.48 including shipping, which will be taken from the Student Assembly endowment, to be installed by Student Life at no cost to the Assembly.